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MCQs: Which motion of follower is best for high speed cams?Theory of Machines Test
Questions. SHM follower motion. Uniform acceleration and retardation of follower motion.
Cycloidal motion follower. All of the above

(Solved) - 1. Which motion of follower is best for high speedDec 7, 2020 — For high speed
engines, the cam follower should move with a. uniform velocity b. simple harmonic motion c.
uniform acceleration and retardation Cams and Followers - Mechanical Engineering (MCQ2)
Which motion of follower is best for high speed cams? a. SHM follower motion b. Uniform
acceleration and retardation of follower motion c. Cycloidal motion 

(PDF) Dynamic Analysis of High Speed Cam Follower SystemMar 8, 2016 — PDF | The motion
machined into the cam surface is not always faithfully reproduced by the follower because of the
speed and elasticity or 

Chapter 6. CamsWe can classify cam mechanisms by the modes of input/output motion, the
types of motion events of the follower and by means of a great variety of the motion In high-
speed machinery this is particularly important because of the forces that Cams - Machine
Dynamics Questions and AnswersThe angle between the direction of the follower motion and a
normal to the pitch curve is called a) pitch angle The cam follower generally used in automobile
engines is a) knife For high speed engines, the cam follower should move with

CAM MECHANISMS8.18). The equations relating the follower displacement, velocity and
acceleration to the cam rotation angle are: Within the curves we have thus far seen, cycloidal
motion curve has the best dynamic characteristics. The acceleration is finite at all times and the
starting and ending acceleration is zeroSolved: Which Follower Motion Is Preferable (good) For
A HAnswer to Which follower motion is preferable (good) for a high speed cams? SHM follower
motion a combination of SHM and uniformly

Why is cycloidal follower best suited in high-speed - QuoraWhy is cycloidal follower best suited
in high-speed applications? If you draw velocity and acceleration diagram for cycloidal motion of
a follower, and compare adopt roller cam and cycloidal follower arrangement for high speed
applicationTheory of machines - Mechanical Engineering Questions and4. For high speed
engines, the cam follower should move with All the first 3 motions have infinite acceleration at
starting of the motion so this at the start become infinity at all speed so only cycloidal manner is
best suited for this action
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